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ABSTRACT

The effective interaction of Jain et al. derived from the Yale

interaction by including the prominant core polarization diagrams is

analyzed in terms of the interaction radial integrals and their spin

tensor components. The interaction is also compared with some

phenomenological effective interactions. The general features of the

effective force in the p shell region are discussed.
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The various approaches to • determining ••"••• . the effec-

tive interactions in the finite nuclei could be divided into two

categories. In the phenomsnological approach, one parametrizes

the interaction to. toast f it a 3et of properties of the nuclei

under consideration. In tho second approach, one starts with

the free nucleon-nucleon interaction and evaluates various

corrections to it arising out of the admixturea of the necessary

configurations. The latter tachnique would have been most

satisfactory but for the uncertainties ' in the quantitative

reliability of various approximations invoked upon to evaluate

the various diagrams. More rigorous techniques are desirable.

On the other hand, in the phenomenological approach, various

renoxmallzations are implicitly included. However i t is

difficult to determine sons parameters unambiquousiy. In fact,

i t is possible that a number of interactions, having widely

different features, give equally good fits to the observed

nuclsar properties. For axawple. In the p~shell region, a

number of effective interactions have so far been given by

various authors Recently Kumar 'has derived an effective

interaction £ yr t;ie p-shell nuclei. He observes that his inter-

action has sonte different features with relation to the inter-

action by Cohen and Kurath (CK) ; particularly in the non-central

components. For example, even the sign of the otherwise believed

to ba wall established triplet even (TE) tensor force is In dis-

agreement. In this respect, i t would be useful to be guided by

the affective interaction derived from a realistic interaction.
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Jaiitt St i l ; (JMW)5 have tâ -j
6)

the effective interaction

of ShaXin et a l . as the starting base for t ie study Q* the

p-ahell nuclei. They have included prominent cor^t>olarization

contributions, namely the three particle - one hole t K
3 l h '

two particle end two hole tK + K h) diagrams. The values

tne single-particle energies and size-parameter taken toy them

tre the experimental ones. The JMV» interaction, however, does

not reproduce well the observed energy spectra. This should not

dissuade us from using tnis interaction because though it is not

the 'true* interaction, i t i s ar. improvement over the bai»

interaction.

In this paper, we discuss the spin-tensor structure of

the JMK interaction and the changes resulting from the inclusion

of the prominent core-polarization diagram. The phenomenological

interactions of Kumar and CK have also been compared with the

JKW interaction in terms of tna ratial integrals (Rl) and thAir

spin tensor components.

The RI of the JMM interaction alongLlth those of CK

and Kumar have been listed in tabie m- As expected, the central

force components predominate. These are also *ssn to change

considerably due to core-polarization. Among tna central T « l

forces, the most sizeable effect of core-polarization is on

the odd state interaction making i t more repulsive. The

change is mostly due to tne «3 ^ terra, when K + K.^ term

i s also added, the value comes out to be iri^betwsan those of

CK and Kumar. In the singlet even I SB) state , the interaction

becomes more attractive by about 2 Me^ clue to core-polarization
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• f f e c t s . Both t h a K, . and K _ + K a l a g r a m are s u b s t a n t i a l ,
jp—In 2p <n

The central part of the T - 0 interaction in the singlet

odd (5O) stat» beconves less repulsive when rarormaIllation is

done. K, , , teim3 are seen to be mora important.

Comparison of the JKW interaction with ttie phenooenological

interactions reveals tnat .Cumar's value of the JO central force

i s consistsr.i. witn i t while this force is attractive in CK.

It should be noted hens that the width of the T = 2 state of 8Ee

at 27.48 MeV and channel spin ratio for i t ' s 17,64 M=V state in

T,Ap,)? ) reaction depend rather saraitively on f i t s interaction

part i Kumar has adjusted i t to f i t tha observed values. For

the triplet even (T£) state tha renormalization results mostly

from K + rt_h terr.i ana brings JKv. interaction closer to both

the CK and the Kumar values.

UH now examine tne spin-orbit components. In the

tr ip le t o.id t̂ O) stata, tt-.a spin orbit parts of the various

interactions agree with one anot ier. The K__ + XLn. and K,
Zp 2n op-ln

contributions ar^ of tas sana order of magnitude but of

opposite sign in the JMW interaction. The triplet even (TB)

interaction is much changed with the inclusion of the core-

polarization effects. It changes the sign to become repulsive.

The attractive values of this force component in the CK and

Kumar interactions are inconsistent -with the value of this force

in the renormalized JMW interaction. The repulsive T£ spin-orbit
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force In tha JMW interaction is consistent with our calculations

of the apin orbit splittings nsar l&0
8' where wa have shown that

to reproduce observed splittings tha TE spin~ori.it totes is

required to be repulsive.

Next we exailne tha tensor components. Tha tensor force

is changed considerably by core-polarisation an: results in the

considerable enr,arcanent in the coupleJ channel particularly

due to K_ + contributions. The To component is repulsive

in all the thres interactions. K, . and K + K . diagrams
the3p-lh 2p 2n

contribute in the opposite sense,/latter being laiger in

magnitude. TS tensor component is rapulsiv's in the CK inter-

action which is contrary to the generaL belief '. In all the

realistic interactions this force is attractive. Consistent

with the accepted fceliaf, this fores ccurpor.ent is attractive

in both the Kumar and JHK interactions. The disagreement

between the values of tha TE ter.sor force in the CK and JKW

interactions is just one case which brings out clsarly that one

should be vigilant about the choice of the interaction parameters,

The study suggests that among the various fits obtainable, one

should prefer the one which agrees with the realistic inter-

action,' ' at least in general features.

Some general features of the effective interaction in

tha p-shell nuclei have also emerged from this studys

1. Central forces are seen to be most predominant. The

central force in the even states is found to be strong

and attractive wheraas in the odd states, i t i s weaker

and repulsive. '
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2. The spin-orbit component in the odd state is attractive.

It must be repulsive in the evsn state.

3. The tensor forces in the even stat,^ are in genaral

stronger than the tensoi forces in the odd state, odd

state tensor force is ir, genftidl repulsive. It Is

suggested that even state teraor force must be attractive,
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TABLE - t

BrMk-Up of ttta L~S Couplftd TBHE of JKW Intaractisn in *hm

1466(1971)

, 1970) .unpublished.
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Total
wain*

-3.245

0.0262

-0.4161

2.6210

-4.9325

-3.969

-5.0015

3. 29 56

-7.2352

3.8266

-2.0606

6

K-0
part

-3.245

0.169

0.169

0.169

-4.9325

-4.18

-4.1 B

-4.18

-7.2352

3.8266

0

K-1
pa**

0

•0.3211

0.3211

0.6422

0

-0.03

-0.015

-0.045

0

0

0

K-2

0

0.181

-0.905

1.81

0

0.24
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